VIPs visit VIPs!
Approx. 8 hour day from meeting guide to dropping guide.
Your group of VIPS travels to Irwin, PA to meet a local guide at the Big Mac Museum, a full
service McDonalds where, in addition to a morning break you find exhibits honoring Mr. James
Deligatti, the creator of the Big Mac! The only McDonalds Restaurant of its kind in the
world, it also has the world’s largest Big Mac…great photo op!
Next you arrive on the campus of St. Vincent College at Latrobe, home of Steeler’s
Training Camp every August. Today you visit the Fred Rogers Center, a beautiful
“green” building that houses a detailed exhibit on the life of Fred Rogers and some of this VIP’s
contributions to the children of America. Also in the same building tour the McCarl
Coverlet Collection. This exhibit changes often, displaying woven coverlets mostly
made in the mid-19th century. Discover the beauty and history of this amazing craft that
kept countless of our VIP ancestors warm!
At St. Vincent’s Basilica a guided tour presents this beautiful building and its many
stained glass windows. Still on campus you visit the St. Vincent Gristmill. The gristmill, in
operation since 1854 has an interesting history as part of the early days of the Benedictine
Monastery here. See a short film explaining the milling process while looking at some of the
actual equipment used. You may purchase flours milled here as well as breads made by local
bakeries from flours from the mill.
Lunch at DiSalvo’s Station Restaurant. Located in a restored train station, enjoy good food
and ambiance while hearing the trains go by! Offer two of the following entrees with counts
one week prior OR choose one for all: Chicken Romano / Chicken Marsala / Beef Tips over
Rice / Scrod English Style.
This afternoon, at the Latrobe Art Center you may enjoy looking at (and even purchasing)
beautiful artwork in all media, as well as stained glass, jewelry and fiber art. Then the
VIPS you have brought will make their own useful crafts! A set 4 hot pads/coasters will
be uniquely decorated using special paints and ready to take home today. Substitute of
craft may be made.
Complete your day in one of two ways: Craftique Collections in Greensburg offers 7000
square feet of shopping pleasure at reasonable prices. You find dozens of individual
“booths” offering a wide variety of items from candles to candies, florals to jewelry,
collectibles, clothing, much more than can be listed. While here enjoy a coffee and
snack, compliments of Craftique Collections.
OR
Sand Hill Berries and Greendance Winery. At Greendance you may taste several of
the wines offered by Greendance and then enjoy a piece of pie from Sand Hill
Berries!
PRICE INCLUDES: tours, admissions, craft project, lunch, step on guide.

